
In the above photo, three women stand beneath two posters of the Ka’aba in Mecca. Their gear may look a bit out of the ordinary, but in 
fact it is essential for the important and often dangerous work they undertake. 

Afghanistan, a land locked country, is prone to a multitude of hazards, both human-made and natural - earthquakes, floods, landslides, 
avalanches, and droughts. Since 1990, 5.6 million people have been directly affected by natural hazards causing $110 million in damages 
and losses. Afghanaid’s work helps communities and schools to strengthen their resilience against these hazards and risks.

The women above have just been trained by Afghanaid in emergency first aid, firefighting, search and rescue. They have also taken 
part in training to develop community management plans and to educate others in their villages about reducing the risks associated with 
disasters. These women represent a shift in responsibility in Afghanistan – and it is “Afghan-led”.

As international troops begin to withdraw from Afghanistan, the question of the country’s future remains in focus. Many hope that 2012 
will be a year of change for Afghanistan. With a positive outcome at the Bonn Conference in December, Afghanistan looks to the world for 
thoughtful aid but a plan which is Afghan-led, accountable and sustainable. 

From Afghanaid’s perspective, it is important to recognise and support Afghanistan’s potential by increasing engagement with Afghan 
people and civil society. Sensible investment and human development in the region should focus on harnessing the potential of the 
Afghan people.

Afghanaid’s News Update Issue 21 looks at the challenges limiting Afghanistan’s progress and draws attention to examples of Afghan 
achievement. In this edition Afghanistan’s athletic hopefuls talk about the London 2012 Olympic Games  and we focus on two conferences 
– the NATO summit in Chicago and the International Economic Forum in Tokyo. The Chicago conference lists “Afghanistan operations 
and war policy” as a topic of discussion, while Japan has been one of the major contributors to Afghanistan’s development over the last 
ten years and will undoubtedly scrutinise its legacy.

It is clear that the spring and summer months will be a crucial time for Afghanistan’s development, and now more than ever, poor Afghans 
need your support. Share this edition and its contents with your friends and family. Help Afghanaid and rural Afghan men, women, and 
children to make 2012 the year of change and prosperity in Afghanistan. 

News Update Issue 21 Spring/Summer 2012

A Time for Afghan-led Change
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Will 2012 or 1391 (Persian calendar) be the year for change?
In my travels through Afghanistan in the last few months I have seen signs that a real change is 
possible; principally because it is already happening in many places. I have seen women joining in 
community debates, posing their ideas and concerns and being heard by the elders and men of the 
community. I have seen villagers unite to establish early warning systems to prevent avalanches and 
floods from damaging their valuable agricultural land, homes, and animals. I have seen more children 
attending school than in the past 10 years. 

Having lived and worked in Afghanistan for close to nine years I feel that Afghanistan is transforming 
– there is much to be gained from the progress of the last 10 years and even more to be lost if we turn 
our backs on changes that are taking place.  

A recent survey completed by Kabul-based Peace Training and Research Organisation shows overwhelmingly that Afghans want peace. 
From what I can see, Afghans have demonstrated a willingness to take charge of their own future. But for real changes to manifest in 
2012 and beyond, the international community must continue to listen to ordinary Afghan voices when evaluating the type and level of 
support that will be the most effective in delivering the peace that is so desperately sought.
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“Many of my friends and relatives know that the international forces will be pulling out in 2014 and they ask me why I even bothered visiting 
these countries knowing that they will be abandoning us soon. However, that is exactly why I felt it was so important to meet with the 
decision-makers. I wanted to make them understand the importance of long-term support and investment in Afghanistan.

“In truth, I was worried that these high level politicians and government representatives would not have the time or interest in listening 
to a group of Afghan development workers from remote provinces. However, I found that they were keen to listen and we had detailed 
discussions about how to improve international aid and support to Afghanistan. We were able to give them factual information about the 
situation for ordinary Afghans.

“I am pleased with the outcome of the Bonn conference – it provided a foundation for how Afghanistan and the international community 
will work together to move forward on development and security. However, now it is very important that the foundation is built upon and 
real financial commitments are added – and this should be the primary objective of the Tokyo conference in July. 

“After Tokyo it will be crucial for development organisations that have lived and worked alongside Afghans all over Afghanistan, are 
contributing to major decisions that come out of the conference.

“Afghanaid, alongside other NGOs, aims once again to be a part of the political discussions that take place in advance of the conferences. 
In addition, we are doubling our efforts in-country to ensure that we also hold the Afghan government to account and assist them 
to take responsibility in line with their constitutional duties, to contribute to the basic needs and development of Afghan people and 
communities.”

An Update from Abdul Rahman

From the desk of Farhana Faruqi-Stocker, Afghanaid’s Managing Director

“I believe that it is part of Afghanaid’s commitment to ‘Afghanisation’ – ensuring 
that our most senior and experienced Afghan staff are taking a leading role in our 
organisation -- that will result in Afghans working with and alongside Afghanaid 
taking leadership roles in the future of our country. 

“It was from this same spirit that I was selected to take the concerns of civil society 
groups and rural Afghan communities to international decision makers. I hope that 
many more generations of Afghans will be able to do the same for many years to 
come.”

-Abdul Rahman

In late November 2011, four delegates representing Afghanistan’s civil society visited key decision-makers in London, Brussels, 
Berlin, and Paris. They were delivering the messages of ordinary Afghans in the lead-up to the December Bonn Conference. Abdul 
Rahman, Afghanaid’s Deputy Director of Programmes, was among those selected to be part of the delegation. Below he reflects on 
this delegation and its outcomes and potential.



In 2011 Afghanistan experienced its 8th drought in 11 years. Each drought has had a huge impact on food sources and livelihoods.

The wheat crop, which is the primary food group for most Afghans, has been devastated. Families have been unable to produce enough 
food to sustain themselves. Although food is being imported from surrounding nations, most Afghans can not afford to buy it. 

The drought has also affected families’ incomes – there were no crops to harvest or sell, meaning 
no labour and no wages. Livestock are also a critical source of food and income and the pastures 
on which animals graze have been depleted. 

With dead livestock, failed crops and lack of seed, many are left with no tools or hope for the next 
harvest. Without these key assets families are facing a prolonged emergency. 

Afghanaid has a combination of responses in the worst affected areas of the north. We are 
providing the affected families with cash in exchange for work on projects that will yield community 
benefits, such as flood protection walls or irrigation channels and roads.   

Other beneficiaries will receive monthly food baskets or unconditional money transfers so that extremely poor households can cover their 
food costs until the next harvest, thereby shrinking the hunger period. 

We are also replacing seed and livestock. In addition, we continue to look at sustainable solutions such as new ways of making an income 
– this includes poultry farms and vegetable gardens. Our drought interventions will benefit nearly 25,000 individuals.  Read “Khojanur’s 
Story” - one of the beneficiaries of our work.

Khojanur’s Story
Khojanur led an average life: working as a guard and earning enough to feed 
his family and send his children to school. Unfortunately, four years ago he 
was hit by a car whose driver did not stop. He was taken to the hospital but 
could not afford the necessary treatment, and now he cannot walk. 

Khojanur and his wife have four children. They recently sold their livestock 
due to the drought and they desperately needed funds to feed their family. 

Khojanur says, “Every 2-3 months if we had a piece of meat in our food that 
was a luxury for the family. But now I can’t offer this to my family; my wife 
does not earn enough.” 

Khojanur’s wife weaves carpet pieces; a metre of it costs 40 AFS, which is 
less than $1. Some days she can weave 2 metres while others only 1 metre 
a day. This is the entire source of income in the family. “When the children 
get a cold or are affected by some other diseases we just rely on God.” 

Khojanur and his family will benefit from Afghanaid’s unconditional cash 
programme which will provide the family with $40 per month for the next 4 
months to help them through the hunger period. 

You can help families like Khojanur’s through these extremely difficult periods. Consider a one-off or regular monthly donation. 
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Advocacy
The conferences in Chicago and Tokyo are the main focus of Afghanaid’s advocacy work. We want to ensure that the international 
community does not invest all of its money in security at the expense of development. If this happens the poorest and most marginalised 
families will suffer and there will be an increased need for our international forces to return to Afghanistan. Afghanaid is working alongside 
other NGOs to demonstrate how the international community can best provide financial assistance. We want to make sure aid is received 
at the village level so that the poorest and most vulnerable Afghans across the country benefit.

July

Harvest in SMG, low 
areas of Ghor & BDK

Int’l Economic Forum 
on Afghanistan in 

Tokyo, Japan

May

Flood Season 
(SMG and Ghor)

15-22: NATO and G8 
Summit in Chicago, 

USA

August

Harvest Season in 
high areas of Ghor 

and BDK

June

Early June: Release 
of all major food 

security assessments

September

8: International 
Literacy Day

21: International Day 
of Peace

Afghanaid’s On-going Drought Response

£7 per month (or £84) can purchase a food basket which will allow a family to meet its food and nutrition needs for one month.

£10 per month (or £120) can provide a family with two goats, one male and one female, so that they can 
produce milk and cheese for income and nutrients.

With dead livestock, 
failed crops and lack of 
seed, many are left with 
no tools or hope for the 

next harvest. 



Meet the elite athletes as they prepare to represent Afghanistan in the London 2012 games

Rohullah Nikpai (Taekwondo)
Nikpai won the first Olympic medal for Afghanistan in the 2008 Olympics in China. Bringing 
home the bronze medal renewed a sense of pride for Afghans in the international arena 
despite numerous political and economic struggles.

“Afghan athletes are facing lots of challenges...we have been selected for the 
London 2012 Olympics but we are lacking lots of things. For instance, we don’t 
have good facilities, which there are supposed to be for taekwondo.”

Nesar Ahmad Bahawai (Taekwondo)
Bahawai is Afghanistan’s premiere taekwondo master who competed for Afghanistan in the 
2008 Beijing Olympics. While he did not bring home a medal, he still brought home great 
national pride. 

“I am so delighted and proud that I am among other Afghan athletes. I am very 
happy and I hope to win an Olympic medal.”

Sadaf Rahimi (Boxing)
At the age of 17, Rahimi is Afghanistan’s youngest Olympic athlete, and the only female. 
Her success reflects the changes in degrees of freedom many women have experienced 
since the fall of the Taliban. She is a member of the country’s first team of female boxers.
“It was my dream to participate in the London 2012 Olympics and now I am so 
happy that I am able to go ... I hope to win a medal for my country.”
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Summer Fundraising Opportunities

Afghanistan’s Olympic Hopefuls

Afghanaid’s fundraising gala, “Precious 
Afghanistan” succeeded in raising more 
than £16,000. The event took place in 
London at the Porchester Hall on the 15th 
March. Guests listened to presentations 
by Bijan Omrani, Sophia Swire, and 
Sarah Searight about the importance 
of Afghanistan’s precious gemstones. 
Afghan-inspired jewellery by Sima Vaziry 
and Pippa Small was also on display. 
Afghanaid’s Flickr site has lovely photos 
from the event. 
www.flickr.com/photos/afghanaid_ngo/ 

Precious Afghanistan Review

Afghanaid’s London Marathoners
This year’s team of 10 overcame the austere times 
to raise funds and train for the grueling 26.2 mile 
marathon course. Their efforts paid off as each 
runner crossed the finish line and collectively 
they have raised £22,000 and counting.

To join our 2013 marathon team or take on a 
challenge in 2012 call Kimberley or Amanda in 
our London Office today! All of our events are 
listed online at www.afghanaid.org.uk/challenge 

Watch a video of Nesar on Afghanaid’s YouTube 
Channel at http://youtu.be/ZwyJWEDUQQM

Summer BBQ 
With London 2012 Olympics fast approaching, what better 
time to host a fundraising BBQ in support of Afghanistan’s 
athletes and Afghanaid!? Afghanaid’s website has many 
materials to help you host a successful event. 

[Iced] Green Tea 
Put a summer spin on traditional green tea. Invite friends 
and family to cool down with a refreshing brew of iced 
green tea (throw in sliced oranges, lemons, and mint for 
extra flavour). In doing so, you can raise awareness about 
Afghanaid’s work and garner helpful contributions for our 
current projects.

Summer of Songs
Whether you love to sing, play, or listen to music, there is 
a way for you to fundraise for Afghanaid! Put on a concert 
or invite your friends to a music-themed BBQ with karaoke. 
Check out successful past events on Afghanaid’s website.

To begin planning your fundraising event for 
Afghanaid, e-mail info@afghanaid.org.uk. 

Try this easy fundraising tool: Ask your guests to text 
AFGHAN to 70700 to donate £5 via their mobiles. 
*Afghanaid receives £5. Customer care 08448479800. 

A new organisation called “Vision in Crisis” will supply eye glasses to villages in Afghanistan. The organisation 
was launched in April by dispensing optician Kelly Carr. She has arranged for Afghanaid to receive more than 
120 pairs of glasses and aims to supply thousands more to countries in crisis. Carr says, “This particular 
project is reaching out to the people of Afghanistan via Afghanaid, an amazing charity that has local people 
doing local things to make a difference.”


